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ABSTRACT

A System for replaying a broadcast Sports event using a
Video on demand or personal Video recording System. Meta
data is created that Subdivides the original broadcast into
Segments, and associates descriptive information with each
Segment. Playlists that Specify an ordered Subsequence of
the Sequence may be Selected and used to present a variety
of expanded or condensed versions of the Sporting event to
a viewer. Navigation controls including Segment lists, spe
cially formatted Screen displays, and Special functions under
the control of a user-operated remote control, facilitate the
interactive Selection and control of the presentation.
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METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR RECORDING
AND REPLAYING SPORTS BROADCASTS
CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

0001. This application is a non-provisional of and claims
the benefit of the filing date of U.S. Provisional Patent
Application Ser. No. 60/443,379 filed Jan. 29, 2003
0002 This application is also continuation in part of and
claims the benefit of the effective filing date of U.S. appli
cation Ser. No. 10/060,001 filed by James D. Logan et al. on

Jan. 29, 2002) entitled “Audio and Video Program Record

ing, Editing and Playback Systems Using Metadata” and
published as U.S. patent application Publication No. 2002
0120925 on Aug. 29, 2002.
0003. This application is also a continuation in part of
and claims the benefit of the effective filing date of U.S.
application Ser. No. 10/165,587 filed by James D. Logan et
al. on Jun. 8, 2002 entitled “Audio and Video Program
Recording, Editing and Playback Systems. Using Metadata”
and published as U.S. patent application Publication No.
2003/0093790 A1 on May 15, 2003.
0004. The disclosure of each of the foregoing applica
tions is incorporated herein by reference.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

0005. This invention relates generally, although in its

broader aspects not eXclusively, to methods and apparatus
for presenting Sports events to television viewers.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0006 The present invention belongs to a family of related
Systems that use metadata to control the playback of broad
cast programming as disclosed in the previously issued
patents and published patent applications Summarized
below. The disclosures of each of the following patents and
published applications are hereby incorporated herein by
reference.

0007 U.S. Reissue Pat. No. Re 36,801 issued to James D.
Logan et al. on Aug. 1, 2000 entitled “Time delayed digital
Video System using concurrent recording and playback'
describes a mechanism for continually Storing live television
or radio broadcast programs in an addressable digital
memory and playing back the broadcast program after a
variable delay period under the control of the viewer,
permitting the viewer to pause, replay, and fast-forward

(skip) live programming.
0008 U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,892,536 and 5,986,692 issued to

James D. Logan et al. describe Systems which employ
metadata to Selectively Store, manipulate and playback
broadcast programming. Some of the arrangements and
features disclosed in those two patents may be Summarized
as follows:

0009 1. A remote editing station, which may be at
the broadcast facility or at a remote location, clas
sifies, describes or otherwise identifies individual

Segments of broadcast programming and sends meta

data (Sometimes referred to as "markup data”) iden

tifying and describing those Segments to a remote
client receiver. For example, the markup data may
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identify individual Segments by Specifying the
Source and the time of the original broadcast, or by
Specifying Some other unique characteristic of the
broadcast Signal. The program Segments may be TV,
radio, or Internet programs, or portions of programs,
including individual Songs, advertisements, or
SCCCS.

0010 2. The communication link used to transmit
the metadata to the client may take one of Several
forms, including the Internet, a dialup telephone link,
the communications pathway used to carry the
broadcast Signals to the client, or other forms of
communication used to transport the metadata to the
client.

0011 3. At the client receiver, the metadata is used
to identify particular program Segments that may
then be manipulated in one or more of a variety of
ways. For example, the metadata may be used to
Selectively play back or record particular Segments
desired by the user; to re-Sequence the identified
segments into a different time order; to "edit-out”
undesired portions of identified Segments, to Splice
new information, Such as computer text or advertis
ing, into identified Segments for rendering with the
program materials, or to Substitute different material
(e.g. dubbing in acceptable audio to replace profanity
to make programming more acceptable to minors).
0012 4. The client receives and locally stores
incoming broadcast programming and uses the
markup data to identify desired Segments within the
Stored program materials. The local Storage mecha
nism may advantageously include means for concur
rently recording live broadcasting while replaying a
delayed version of the previously recorded program
ming as described in U.S. Reissue Pat. No. 36.801
issued to James D. Logan et al.
0013 5. The markup data can provide a detailed
“electronic program guide' to the broadcast pro
gramming previously received and Stored in a per
sonal video recorder (PVR) or an audio storage
device, permitting the user to Selectively play back a
desired Segment or portion of the programming
previously recorded.
0014) 6. The markup data may be used to create a
recorded collection of desired Segments extracted
from the buffered broadcast, allowing the desired
Segments to be saved while the remainder of the
buffered materials is discarded to conserve recording
Space.

0015 7. Special markup signals may be selectively
sent to individual Subscribers based on his or her

indicated preferences So that only preferred program
Segments are identified and processed. For example,
a Subscriber might request markup data only for
Sports and news.
0016 U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,271,811, 5,732,216, and 6,199,
076, and co-pending application Ser. No. 09/782,546 filed
on Feb. 13, 2001, by James D. Logan et al. describe a
program distribution System which incorporates the follow
ing features:
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0017 1. A host system organizes and transmits pro
gram Segments to client Subscriber locations.
0018 2. A scheduling file of metadata (a "playlist”)
Schedules the content and Sequence of a playback
session, which may then be modified by the user.
0019. 3. The content of the scheduled programming
is varied in accordance with preferences associated
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individual user's location, to enhance user's enjoyment of
available broadcast programming content. A variety of
mechanisms are employed for automatically and manually
identifying and designating programming Segments, associ
ating descriptive metadata which the identified Segments,
distributing the metadata for use at client locations, and
using the Supplied metadata to Selectively record and play
back desired programming.

with each Subscriber.

0020 4. Program segments are associated with
descriptive Subject matter Segments, and the Subject
matter Segments may be used to generate both text
and audio cataloging presentations to enable the user
to more easily identify and Select desirable program
mIng.

0021 5. A playback unit at the subscriber location
reproduces the program Segments received from the
host and includes mechanisms for interactively navi
gating among the program Segments, including
jumping from Segment to Segment in both forward
and reverse directions.

0022 6. A usage log is compiled to record the
Subscriber's use of the available program materials,
to return data to the host for billing, to adaptively
modify the Subscriber's preferences based on actual
usage, and to Send Subscriber-generated comments
and requests to the host for processing.
0023 7. Voice input and control mechanisms
included in the player allow the user to perform
hands-free navigation of the program materials and
to dictate comments and messages, which are
returned to the host for retransmission to other
Subscribers.

0024 8. The program segments sent to each Sub
Scriber may include advertising materials, which the
user can Selectively play to obtain credits against the
Subscriber fee.

0025 U.S. patent application Publication No. 2002/
0120925 A1 published on Aug. 29, 2002 (based U.S. appli
cation Ser. No. 10/060,001 filed by James D. Logan et al. on

Jan. 29, 2002) entitled “Audio and Video Program Record

ing, Editing and Playback Systems Using Metadata”
describes Structures and functions used to provide metadata
control over the recoding, editing and playback of audio and
Video programming, including the use of mechanisms at the
user's location for creating metadata which may be used in
combination with metadata provided by an external Source,
for editing metadata in various ways at the user's location,
for automatically responding to user activity to generate new
metadata which characterizes the user's preferences and

which serves to automatically identify and describe (or rate)

programming Segments, and for responding in numerous
ways to the available metadata to enhance the utility and
enjoyment of available broadcast materials.
0026 U.S. patent application Publication No. 2003/

0093790 A1 published on May 15, 2003 (based U.S. appli
cation Ser. No. 10/165,587 filed by James D. Logan et al. on

Jun. 8, 2002) entitled “Audio and Video Program Recording,

Editing and Playback Systems. Using Metadata” describes
Systems for utilizing metadata created either at a central
location for shared use by connected users, or at each

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0027. The present invention takes the form of methods
and apparatus for recording and replaying a televised Sports
event in a more format Selected by the viewer. Although
many of the techniques to be described are used to replay a
football game, it should be understood that most of these
techniques can in most cases be applied to other Sports
events as well, including baseball, basketball, hockey, box
ing, etc.
0028. In this system, the entire broadcast of a football
game is recorded in a Storage device which can be accessed
by and controlled by the viewer, Such as a program Storage

device in a cable or satellite VOD (video on demand), PVR
(personal video recorder), nPVR (network personal video
recorder) systems as described under “Platforms,” below. In

addition, related program content which Supplements the
broadcast version of the football game may be made avail
able, Such as program content obtained form Sources Such as
league cameras shooting footage for the coaches, interviews
and background material on particular playerS or Subjects,
tutorial materials for explaining topics which may be unfa
miliar to a particular viewer, advertising and promotional
materials, and the like.

0029. In the description that follows, user functions are
typically Selected using a hand held remote control unit

(which will be referred to simply as a “remote'), often from

menu Selections or other visual indicators presented on a
conventional television monitor; however, voice commands,

touch Screens, or other input means, may also be used.

Personal computer (PC) systems which are connected to the
television Set or Set top box, and connected to a server by
Some mechanism Such as a Web interface, may be used to
retrieve metadata and media content, Set up user preferences,
make catalog Selections, and/or set up System parameters.
When a remote or other device employing “buttons” is used,
the manner in which buttons are associated with functions

can play an important role in making the user interface
intuitively easy to use, as illustrated in the examples which
follow.

0030 Metadata created either automatically or by human
editors after the live sports event but before the playback is
employed to identify the Starting and ending points of
Segments of the Stored broadcast and Supplemental program
ming. Additional metadata in the form of "playlists' may be
used to Selectively play back Selected Sequences of these
Segments for the viewer, potentially in a different order than
the Sequence in which the Segments were originally broad
cast and recorded. In addition, the user is presented with a
Segment Selection guide which is displayed to the viewer
and which enables the user to selectively control which

Segments, or which sequence of Segments (playlists), are

reproduced. The metadata will typically be created as early
as possible, but it is also likely that more metadata will
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available for any given Segment as time passes; therefore the
longer a viewer waits to watch the game, the more devel
oped the playlists may become.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0031. In the detailed description which follows, frequent
reference will be made to the attached drawings, in which:
0.032 FIG. 1 shows a full screen presentation on a video
presentation device of a Sports event with a Segment guide
overlaying the media content image;
0.033 FIG. 2 shows a display screen separated into
panels including a Video Viewing area, a Segment guide area,
a toolbar, and an information area; and

0034 FIG. 3 shows a display screen which uses the
information area to provide more detailed information about
a highlighted Segment on the Segment guide.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

0035) Platforms
0.036 The system for recording and playing back sports
programming may be used on a variety of different plat
forms:

0037) 1. A Video on Demand (VOD) system with

Storage at the headend and where viewing would be
totally time-shifted; that is, the Sports programming
would be stored in its entirety in a VOD video server
before being made available to subscribers.
0038 2. A networked Personal Video Recording

(nPVR) system where the storage is again at the

headend and Viewing might be only partially time

shifted (that is, the game may still be in progress as

the viewer begins to view the game, normally from

the start, on a delayed basis).
0039) 3. A Personal Video Recorder (PVR), where

the Storage is local and the game may be partially or
totally time-shifted.
0040 4. An Satellite Video on Demand system
where content is specifically broadcast in order to be
placed in Storage at the Subscriber's location, typi
cally in a PVR that may be incorporated into a
Satellite receiver. The Satellite provider may choose
which programs are downloaded, often during night
time hours so that they will be available to viewers

on demand the following day (and thereafter until
deleted).
0041. Each of the foregoing platforms is described in
more detail in U.S. patent application Publication 2003/
0.093790 A1 published on May 15, 2003. As described there,
and in the other patents and applications identified in the
“Background” Section above, metadata may be created by
human editors or by automated techniques which Subdivides
a program, Such as a broadcast Sports event, into Segments.
The metadata identify the location and extent of each
Segment, and may include text labels or other descriptive
information characterizing individual Segments. Segments

may be described with short text labels (called “slugs,
"tags,” or “labels”) which may be displayed as a segment
“index” or “guide” on the television monitor. Using the
remote control to generate content navigation and Selection
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commands, user may first Select a playlist that presents all or
Selected parts of a Sports program, may jump from Segment
to Segment in either direction, or jump to any desired
Segment listed in the displayed Segment guide, and thereby
interactively control the presentation of the event.
0042. As shown in FIG. 1, the segment index or guide,
as seen at 110, may consist of a “transparent overlay” of
which shows all or part of the Segment labels that make up
the playlist as list of text labels that overlays a full screen
presentation of the content. The particular label of “slug”
that describes the currently playing Segment is preferably
highlighted in some fashion as illustrated at 115 so that the
user can visually associate the Segment currently being
played with the items on the list. By using the remote, the
Viewer can move an on-Screen “cursor,” or move the high
lighted selection 115 to a different segment label and then,
using the Select button or the like, Switch the playback to the
Selected Segment. If the Segment list is longer than the Space
allotted on the Screen, it can Scroll So that the highlighted
segment label remains visible on the screen. Note that the
Segment label Selected by the cursor may be indicated by one

form of highlighting (e.g. a special text or text background
color) while the Segment label for the segment being viewed

may be identified by a Second mode of highlighting, Such as
a graphical pointer or icon positioned at the playing Segment
label. The highlighting mechanism may change to provide
additional information as a navigation aid. For example,
when Segments showing playS when a particular team is on
offense may be identified with a highlighting icon that is that
team's logo. Instead of an icon, the currently playing Seg
ment might be displayed in another color, or be indented or
other placed in a different area of the Screen, be displayed in
a differently colored box, etc. Also, there might be a separate
place on the Screen that explicitly tells the user the Segment
Slug of the currently playing Segment. The currently playing

Segment indicator (whether it be icon, graphic, color, etc.)

should automatically update as viewing goes to the next
Segment in the playlist.
0043. As shown in FIG. 2, the screen display may also be
divided into panels containing information and menus. The
Video image or "picture' of the Segment being played is
reduced to the size shown at 205, making room for a vertical
panel at 207 to the right of the picture, as well as room for
an information panel seen at 209 below the picture. The
Separate panels insure that the metadata-based information
displayed on the screen will be readily visible, which may
not always be the case with Overlaid characters, and that the
added information will not obscure the picture.
0044) It should be noted that the viewer may elect to
return the display to an unobstructed full Screen View at any
time, and likewise may redisplay the paneled version at any
time that the user wishes to view the extra information

provided by the metadata, or to navigate to a new Segment,
or perform Some other function. In the fullScreen mode, the
Short “slug or a longer description of the Segment may be

shown (or not, as Selected by the viewer) in much the same

way that close-caption text appears on Screen when
requested.
0045. As seen at 220 in FIG. 2, a four-button toolbar is
displayed in the upper right-hand corner of the Screen. The
four buttons are labeled “P” for Playlist, B for Bookmark, V
for Vault and O for Options. By “clicking on the P button,
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the user can display a list of playlists which are available for
that program, and if desired, Switch to a different playlist. By
clicking on the B button, the user can “bookmark” and later
more easily return to the position currently being shown. By
clicking on the V button, the user may place the Segment
currently being played in the user's private “vault” which
stores content the user may wish to view later. Finally, by
pressing O, the user can call up an Options Menu which
allows the user to Select options and Store preference data
which will guide the System's actions thereafter.
0046) The information panel seen at 209 may be used to
present a variety of different kinds of information about the
game, including a “chalk talk” description of the play as
illustrated at 209. As illustrated at 310 in FIG. 3, the

information panel may also be used to provide a more
detailed text description of the Segment, an a graphical
display which indicates the relative position and length of
each Segment compared to other parts of the playlist. Finally,
the information panel may be used to show “scoreboard”
information at the time of the Segment, Such as the down,
yards required for a 1st down or to reach the goal, ball
placement, number of timeouts remaining, whether or not
there was a flag on the play, etc. This Scoreboard information
may provide a useful way to Scan a playlist to identify and
play action of particular interest to the viewer.
0047 The information panel seen at 209 may also be
used to present advertising, which may occupy all or part of
the information panel, depending on the need to present
other information.

0.048. In accordance with the invention, playlists supplied
to the user by the content provider (such as a cable VOD or
Satellite provider) can be used to control the presentation of

a special version of a Sports event. Playlists that can be used
to advantage in presenting Sports events include the follow
Ing:

0049 Snap-to-Tackle: This playlist identifies and replays
only those Segments of a football game which depict play
when the ball is in motion. Typically, presenting a football
game to a viewer under the control of a "Snap-to-tackle'
playlist condenses the game down to about twenty minutes.

The precise beginning (Snap) and ending (tackle) of each

play is Selected by a human editor using the following
guidelines: if players are “in motion' before the play, that
footage is left in; if Something extraordinary happens after
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announcing a penalty or other important information is
being conveyed to the audience.
0051 Highlights: This playlist presents a highly con
densed version of the game, showing only the “best” or
"most interesting Selected by the human editor to reduce
the game to perhaps five minutes in duration.
0052 Most Important Plays: This playlist presents a
highly condensed but still "structurally complete' game,

showing only the most important plays of each drive (each
set of downs). This playlist varies from the Highlights

playlist above which shows the best playS regardless of
when they occur. For instance all the Highlights action could
occur in the fourth quarter. In the Most Important Plays
playlist, however, the Structure of the game is preserved as
Some representative playS are shown from each drive. A
variant of this playlist would vary the amount of time per
play depending on the outcome. For instance, if a pass were
dropped, that would have very tight editing. If the pass play
was for a first down, more time before and after the play
would be left in.

0053 Player Spotlight: In this playlist, the system pulls
out and replayS Segments that are associated with Specific
players. A Segment, or play, can be associated with more
than one player and thus be used in multiple, different
playlists devoted to different players. To access a particular
player, the viewer displays a menu of players corresponding
to the active roster. Individual playerS may be represented by
name, picture, position, or any combination of these. The
user may then Select a playlist that plays only those playS,
interviews, etc. that have been identified in the metadata as

relating to the Selected player of interest.
0054) Other Highlights: Player Spotlights would be one
example of “highlights’ available using the System. A more
generalized model of recombining Stored Segments would
allow viewers to assemble playlists of highlights by player,

team, play-type (e.g., hit, pass, or punt), or game situation
(e.g. third downs). Furthermore, the highlights could be

assembled acroSS a Single game, a library of recorded games
representing a team's Season-to-date, or recordings Stored
for games recorded acroSS the whole league in the case of
play-type, game Situation, or other non-player or team
COnStruct.

include treating an injured player or the handling of a
penalty-Sometimes Skipping to a Scene where the referee

0055 Best Hits: In this playlist, the “best hits” of the
game being viewed are replayed. Similarly, other playlists
may be used to identify highlights of other types of playS,
Such as passes/receptions, interceptions, turnovers, kickoffs,

announces the penalty). Another example of material left in

etc.

a sack or in the end Zone after a score. In both cases (before
and after the play), time might be added to allow for the

0056 Downs and Yards: The “slugs” or labels presented
by this playlist shows the down and yards-to-go (e.g., "3rd
and 7 yds”). This is particularly important for viewers whom

the play, that is left in as well (these tail-endings might

by a Snap-to-tackle playlist might be a short celebration after
announcer to complete a Sentence. Although the editor has

discretion to leave in certain material in addition to events

which occur during a play, the editor would not delete any
of the between the hike and the tackle.

0050 Clock-in-Motion: This playlist presents a con
densed version of the game which lasts about an hour and
deletes the broadcast time taken for pre-game, halftime, and
post-game shows. It also drops timeouts, penalty discus
Sions, and other Segments recorded when the game is not in
progreSS and the game's official timekeeper's clock is not
moving. Exceptions would be Scenes where the referee is

have not seen the game or do not know the outcome. These
Viewers may not want the Suspense of the game spoiled, and
if they are shown a tag that says "quarterback Sacked” or
"touchdown pass' before they see the play, then the Sus
pense is largely lost. So, tag descriptions that Simply tell the
field position at the Start of the play are less likely to reduce
the Suspense of the game, particularly when the content is
Viewed in FullScreen mode and the user cannot see the

other/neighboring tags. Note that this type of playlist con

cept applies to other sports as well (e.g., a segment descrip

tion in a baseball playlist might merely identify the inning,
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a Stock car race playlist might indicate lap count, a golf
playlist might identify the player and the hole being played.
In Short, this kind of playlist contains information that is
known before the action shown in the Segment actually
happens, and hides the result of the play itself.
0057. Other Playlists could include:
0.058. The complete game in Play-by-Play mode
organized by quarter then play;
0059. The complete game broken down drive-by
drive, with each drive further being broken down by
play;
0060. The complete game organized around the
“Story of the game' with distinct chapters not nec
essarily related to time, for instance: "Scoreless first
quarter,”“Patriots injury,”“Patriots roar back,” and
“Opposition collapses' could all be chapter titles;
0061 The complete game, but without commercial
breaks. This playlist allows a provider to show sports
content from the “back-haul feeds' in which com
mercial breaks in the live broadcast are dead-air

(devoid of content) and not intended for viewers in

that form. The complete game playlist, when pre
Sented, presents the game continuously, eliminating
the commercial breaks.

0062) The complete game, but containing only that con
tent which is rights-approved for post-broadcast and/or
on-demand Viewing. This is particularly important for cases
in which certain parts of the game (e.g., music playing in the
Stadium or on-air, in-depth coverage or background Stories
assembled by the broadcaster, etc.) haven’t been cleared, so
these pieces of content must be excised. This version of a
complete game playlist provides an efficient means of pre
Senting the content without producing a fully edited version
that removes the uncleared content.

0063 Scoring drives or scoring Plays only;
0.064 Plays in the Red Zone (ball inside the 20 yard
line) only;
0065. Third Down Attempts only;
0.066 Fourth Down Attempts only;
0067 Special teams plays (kickoffs, field goals, and
punt returns); and
0068 Plays (or series of plays) in which the lead
changes.
0069. Other sports will have other playlists that apply
Specifically to that Sport. For example, a golf match could
have a “hole-by-hole playlist” where the content is re
arranged by hole, and the viewer watches how every player
did on that hole before viewing the next hole. Also golf
might have a “Player Playlist” where all the shots from that
player are shown before viewing shots from another player.
0070 The term “playlist” is typically a continuously
Viewed collection of individual Video Segments, each with a
Start and end time. However, a playlist can be formed by
Start times alone, without end times. These Start times act as

bookmarks into the video. When viewing a “bookmark
type” playlist, the user will see the entire video from start to
finish, and not a Subset of the video. The viewer can select
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a segment, or hit the Next or Prev button, to jump to the next
Segment, but a bookmark-type playlist does not make these
jumps automatically. It ignores Segment end times and keeps
playing. In mechanisms that require the end point of a
Segment to be known, the bookmark that marks the begin
ning of the next segment can be used to identify the location
of the ending of the prior Segment. Thus, unless otherwise
apparent from the context, bookmark Style playlists provide
the same functions and features as playlists which include
metadata that identifies both the Start and ending, or the Stare
and duration, of a Segment.
0071. It should also be noted that, while a playlist may be
used to Selectively play back and perhaps reorder the play
back of Segments, the same effects can be used by employ
ing the metadata to actually create a concatenation of the
identified Segments as a revised version of the original
content. Unless otherwise apparent from the context, then
features and functions described in this specification can be
applied to metadata playlists, bookmark playlists, or meta
data edited, recorded versions of the original Sports event
COntent.

0.072 New Voiceovers
0073 Condensed versions of games often eliminate
much of the audio track, which can lead to a choppy feel to
the presentation. Thus, the metadata included in a playlist
may specify a new audio track to be Substituted for the
original audio presented with each Segment. This audio track
would be laid down in such a way that there were no “audio
Seams' that Straddled Segments. That is, each Segment
would have a Standalone audio track allowing viewers to
jump from Segment to Segment without abrupt breaks in the
announcer's flow. New audio Segments should be captured
or created So that they do not require the context of any
particular prior or following Segment to be understood,
enabling Segments to be assembled in a variety of different
ways by different playlists such as those listed above.
0074 Navigation Features
0075 Blind Navigation
0.076 When in Full Screen Mode (without a visible
Segment guide being displayed-but with the optional dis
play of the description of the Segment currently being
shown), the viewer can navigate in the same fashion as in
Indexed Mode (when a segment guide is displayed). That is,
the viewer can cursor to another Segment Several Segments
ahead or behind using the Up or Down arrow keys on the
remote, and then pressing the Select Button to view the
desired Segment. Instead, this navigation could be using a
Special Next button that is a separate, unused remote control
button, or the Next button could be simply an arrow button
(e.g., right arrow), without the need to press Select. The
picture presentation works the same way in Full Screen
Mode that it does in Indexed Mode, but the viewer can’t see

the name of the Segments that are being navigated.
0077. The playlist navigation mechanisms described in
U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,271,811, 5,732,216, and 6,199,076 dis

cussed in the background Section above may be applied to
advantage in performing blind navigation of a Sports event
playlist.
0078 Replaying the Current Segment: To get to the back
to beginning of the currently playing Segment when in Full
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Screen or Indexed Mode, the user would hit the Up arrow
and then the Select button. To go back to the beginning of
the previous Segment for instance, the viewer would hit the
up arrow twice and then the Select button. Alternatively, a
Special Previous button that is a separate, unused remote
control button could be employed, or the Previous button

could be simply an arrow button (e.g., left arrow), without
the need to press Select. When the viewer presses a Previous
button, the viewing jumps to the Start of the previous
Segment. If the user is currently viewing Video that is within
a defined and/or configured number of Seconds from the Start
of a Segment, then the jump takes the user to the previous
Segment in the playlist. However, if the user is currently
Viewing Video in excess of this defined and/or configured
value, the jump takes the user to the Start of the currently
playing Segment. This action is similar to that used in
conventional CD players and DVD players when browsing
and navigating the audio and Video tracks on optical discs,
and provides a mechanism that is familiar to viewers when
applied to the navigation of Segments in a playlist.
007.9 The Next Button: The viewer may wish to see the
game in Full Screen mode without the index being visible.
In this mode, the viewer can navigate blindly by Skipping
ahead to the next segment using the Next button, which
advances the viewer ahead to the next segment. Because the
Next button would be used so frequently, it is preferable to
the Next button be a physical button on the remote, such as
the Remote's Select button, or the Next button may be a
Separate, unused remote control button. Whenever the
viewer hits the Select button the video would move on to the

next segment while in Full Screen mode. Furthermore, when
in Indexed Mode, the Select button would operate in a
Similar fashion. If the cursor were Still on the Segment being
viewed, hitting the Select Button would advance the video
to the next segment. If the viewer, however, had already
advanced the cursor to another Segment, hitting the Select
button would Select this highlighted Segment, rather than
causing the display to move to the next segment on the
playlist.
0080 Cross Show Navigation: The system envisions a
large database of Video being available to viewers consisting
of all recent league games and an archive of older games.
Viewers could navigate through the database Via Video
hyperlinks displayed on the systems UI in a number of
ways. For instance, when watching a Best Hits playlist from
the current game, the info-box might display icons repre
Senting the players involved in the play. Clicking on these
icons might offer viewers the opportunity to See great playS
they made in other games. Once a viewer was watching
plays from these other games, there would be further oppor
tunities to watch parts of those respective games, or the
whole game itself. Another way to navigate would be to

invoke the Info button (a physical button on the remote-see
below) at any time. This might present opportunities to go to
other related games or parts of the Video database. This Sort
of “chain hyperlinking” would allow viewers to peruse the
database while watching actual playlists. Other navigation
means would be traditional menus of the league or team
Schedule from which users could acceSS Specific games, or
menus of croSS-game playlists, Such as compilations of Best
Hits. The context of a scene or play could provide the basis
for the hyperlinking; for instance, in the middle of watching
a ski race, the user could hyperlink to See how the other
skiers performed in the same Section of the course currently
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being viewed. For golf, this could be to see how other
playerS fared when facing the portion of the course.
0081. The hyperlinking itself could be invoked using a
special button on the remote control. When the user is

presented with an on-screen notification (alert, icon, text,
graphic, etc.), pressing the button would activate the hyper
linking to another Screen that shows the user the options of

to where they can hyperlink (e.g., what relevant playlists are
available for viewing).
0082 Transitions Between Segments
0083 Transition interstitials (e.g., graphics, color, audio,
and/or video) may be presented to the viewer when brows
ing the tags within a playlist, jumping between Segments
(manual or automatically), or Switching to another playlist.
These interstitials would serve to add context to the viewing
experience, So that the user has an indication of how far in

time they are jumping forward (the time in question could be

displayed as a graphic showing game-clock-time, broadcast

clock-time, or percentage-of-asset being viewed). Other

graphical displays might be used, Such as a 1 Second Video
of a New England Patriots player rushing from one side of
the screen to the other, which would be displayed immedi
ately before the user Sees the next discontiguous program
Segment in a New England Patriots game playlist.
0084. The presentation of Such interstitial content can

accompany both manual browsing (that is, clicking on index
segments or clicking the “next segment” button) as well as
automatic browsing (that is, just watching a playlist and
having the System automatically make the jump to the next
Segment). However, the latter automatic-browsing case
would benefit more from the addition of the interstitial, since

the user is not the one causing the jump in time, and
therefore they might be lost without the context supplied by
the interstitial.

0085 Preview Mode
0.086 A user may dynamically select “Preview Mode” in
which only the first part (e.g., 10 Seconds) of each segment
in a playlist before viewing is automatically jumped to the
next segment in the playlist. If the user presses a special
remote control button (or any one of a number of buttons),
play can continue normally and Preview Mode would be
temporarily or completely disabled. This mechanism is
analogous to the “Scan mode” in which car radioS Scan from
Station to Station, playing each for a brief period, unless the
Scanning is interrupted So that the user can continue to listen
to a program of interest. Alternatively, the System may play
a predetermined representative portion of a Segment other
than the beginning which may be deemed by the metadata
provider to provide a better preview of the Segment. In that
case, when the preview mode is interrupted, playback begins
at the beginning of the Segment being previewed.
0087 Hierarchical Segment Guides
0088 A segment guide may employ “Segment Groups”
to create parent-child relationships. Segment Groups present
the playlist's slugs (short on-screen descriptions of the
Segments in a playlist) in a hierarchy with a number of
Segments grouped together with a single group label. For
example, all the plays within one drive of a football game (or
one inning of baseball, one lap of NASCAR, one hole in
golf, etc.) would be contained in a Segment Group that has
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a title representing that football drive along with Supple
mentary information, Such as game clock or game quarter

or a graphic that says “6pts”) could be displayed next to the

(e.g., “Pats Drive 1-Q2”, or “Pats D1 26:30”). Overall, this

touchdown.

Serves to organize the Segments, and makes it efficient for
the user to peruse a long playlist by Simply looking for the
group in which they are interested, and then Searching within
that group for the play they wish to view. The relationship
of Segment Groups to Segments is analogous to the rela
tionship of file folders to files in computer file systems. By
organizing Segments into groups, the viewer can first Search
for the desired group, and then find a desired Segment within
that group, which is much faster than Searching a Single long
list of Segments.
0089. Some playlists may have all segment slugs orga
nized in Segment Groups, but other playlists may have only

0092 Show-hide navigation is analogous to the opening
and closing of file folders used to find files in a computer

a portion of the segments (or none of the segments) orga

nized in this way. Generally, the most benefit is derived from
applying Segment Groups to long playlists that are associ
ated with content that it partitioned by Some construct Such
as innings, periods, drives, holes, laps, etc. Short content
often doesn’t need a Segment group. For instance, a post
game news Show might be only have 10 Segments with 10
Slugs, organizing 10 Segments for easy and efficient perusal
is not worthwhile Since the user can browse them easily
enough without the hierarchy of Segment Groups.
0090 Two different methods for the navigation of Seg
ment Groups are provided, and are called "bi-axial” and
“show-hide.

0.091 Bi-axial navigation is commonly used to permit
VOD subscribers to search for videos available for viewing,
and is thus familiar to VOD viewers. Bi-axial navigation can
also be applied to advantage to provide a consistent way in
which Viewers can browse Segments and their Segment
Groups. In this application of bi-axial navigation, the user
has at his/her disposal four arrow buttons on a remote
control (left, right, up, down), and a select key. Using one
pair of arrow buttons (either left & right, or up and down),
the user can Scroll through an on-Screen list of Segment
Groups that are arranged along the axis that correspond to
the buttons they are using (i.e., left & right arrows would
Scroll through a horizontal list of Segment Groups, and up
& down buttons would Scroll vertically arranged Segment
Groups titles). Once the user finds a particular Segment
Group of interest (e.g., a particular drive in a football game
they wish to view), they can use the other set of arrow
buttons to Scroll in the other axis to find a particular Segment
within the Segment Group (e.g., if left & right Scrolls a
horizontal Segment Group list, then up & down would Scroll
a vertical list of Segment Slugs that reside in that Segment
Group). Once the user has located the segment of interest,
they press another button (e.g., the Select button on the
remote control) to select-and-view the desired segment.
Segment Groups titles themselves often benefit from having
a Small graphic icon next to the Segment Group title to
denote more information about the contents of the Segment
Group, and to declare the title as being that of a Segment
Group in the first place. For example, Segment Groups that
are drives in a football game might have a helmet of the team
with the ball placed next to the Segment Group title, which
tells the user very quickly who has the ball and that it is a
drive Segment Group. Another example is that if the drive
ended in a touchdown, then a different icon (e.g., goal posts,

Segment Group title to denote that the drive ended in a

graphical interface, Such as Windows(r). This navigation

method provides a familiar way in which a view can locate
and play particular Segments and Segment Groups in a
hierarchical playlist. The viewer is shown with a list of
Segment Groups titles on the Screen. The user uses a pair of

arrow buttons (either left & right, or up and down) to Scroll

to a Segment Group of interest, and then they press another

button (e.g., Select button, or one of the arrow button not
used for Scrolling the Segment Groups) to “open the

Segment Group, thereby revealing on-screen the Segments
that are contained in the Selected Segment Group. On
Screen, the Segments appear in a way that denotes to the user
that the Segments are contained within the Segment Group.
This can be accomplished in a number of ways: listing the
Segments below and indented from the Segment Group title;
listing the Segments below and in a different color than the
Segment Group, showing an icon next to the Segments
and/or showing an icon next to the Segment Groups with the
icons being different. When the Segments are shown on
Screen after the Segment Group is "opened', the Segments
could animate into place, thereby reinforcing in the user's
mind that the Segments came from the action of Selecting the
Segment Group. When the user is done browsing and/or
viewing the segments within a particular Segment Group,

they have the option of either, a) actively “closing” the

Segment group by highlighting the Segment Group title and

pressing a button (e.g., Select button, or one of the arrow
button not used for Scrolling the Segment Groups) thereby
hiding the on-Screen Segments that are contained in the

Selected Segment Group, or b) browsing to a different

Segment Group and Selecting that Segment Group to “open’
which cause implicitly causes the previously "opened” Seg
ment Group to “close'. Segment Group titles can have an
icon next to them to denote they are a Segment Group, and
the icon can change when a particular Segment Group is
“opened” or “closed”. For example, a “+” or sideways
facing arrow could be used when the Segment Group is
“closed', and when the user Selects the Segment Group to
“open’ it and reveal it's Segment contents the icon could
change to a "- or downwards-facing-arrow.
0.093 Mini-Nav Bar
0094) The “Mini-Nav Bar” provides a further navigation
method which allows a viewer to navigate when the display

is in fullScreen mode (that is, the video consumes the entire
screen). As noted above under “Blind Navigation,” the user

may navigate in full Screen mode without Seeing Segments
descriptions/titles. This isn't always optimal. In fullScreen
mode, users will Sometimes want to See Segment descrip
tions to know if they care to watch the Segment. Displaying
the Segment titles in fullScreen mode is accomplished
through the “Mini-Nav Bar”. This feature is a small graphic
bar displayed near or at the bottom of the Screen, either as
an overlay on-top of the Video or as a bar acroSS the bottom
that slightly vertically shrinks the Video image. The graphic
is either always present, or more optimally it appears only
when the user presses a remote control button, which can be
either a button press that explicitly brings up the Mini-Nav

Bar So the user can view it, or a button press (e.g., arrow
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button) used for Segment browsing and the act of Segment

game kept, So they may not want to see what was
about to happen in the upcoming Segment, as

timeout (e.g., several Seconds) the Mini-Nav Bar disappears,

described by the Segment title (e.g., “Quarterback
Sacked”). The user could configure whether they

browsing automatically makes the Mini-Nav Bar appear to
display the Segment title being Selected/browsed to. After a
leaving only fullScreen Video.
0.095. In the Mini-Nav Bar graphic, one or more segment
titles are shown. If more than one Segment title is shown,
Some indication is given to the user that identifies the title to
which the user is browsing and/or Selecting. That is, a
highlight or icon or coloring or Some other graphical ele
ment is used to denote the Segment title that the user is about

wanted a more objective title shown in the Mini-Nav
Bar that didn’t ruin the suspense, as described above
in the “Downs and Yards' playlist concept above.
For example, instead of “Quarterback Sacked” the
Mini-Nav Bar might be configured for suspense
mode, and the user is presented with “4th and 3 yd”

to Select (or has just Selected).
0.096 Alternatively, the Mini-Nav Bar may appear every

0106 f) the number of segments shown in the Mini

instead.

Nav Bar could be configurable. This is particularly
useful when the user has not seen the game and
wants to preserve the Suspense; by Setting the Mini
Nav Bar to a single Segment, the user will not See
neighboring Segment titles, which could ruin the
Suspense by telling the user what the next play will

time a new Segment in the playlist starts to be viewed. So,
instead of an explicit button press, or implicit appearance
due to browsing in fullscreen mode, the Mini-Nav Bar could
be displayed briefly every time the user Sees a new Segment.
This could be entirely without user intervention, as the next
segment in the playlist is shown, the Mini-Nav Bar auto
matically popS up to alert the user that:

0107 g) the way in which multiple segment titles

0097 (a) a new segment is going to be shown,
0098 (b) this new segment is possibly forward in
broadcast time of the stream, making the viewer

are arranged in the Mini-Nav Bar. If there are mul
tiple segments displayed in the Mini-Nav Bar, the
currently highlighted and/or Selected Segment could
be in the middle, left or right end of the list of

aware of a time discontinuity in the viewed Stream
and

0099 (c) the title/description of the segment that is
starting to be viewed.
0100. The manner in which the Mini-Nav bar is presented

may be configured by the viewer or the provider, either
dynamically or Statically, to control:

0101 a) where on the screen the Mini-Nav Bar is

be.

displayed horizontally segments (or middle, top, or

bottom if the Mini-Nav Bar lists segments verti

cally). The default behavior is currently to set the
highlighted and/or selected segment title in the

middle of the list. This has the unfortunate side-effect

of showing the viewer neighboring Segment titles,
which could ruin the Suspense of the game. There

fore, the Mini-Nav Bar could be configured (stati
cally or dynamically by the user) to display multiple

Bar disappears may be varied. This could be set as

Segment titles in a different way to preserve the
Suspense. For example, the highlighted and/or
Selected Segment title could be on the right Side of a
horizontal list. That was a user could through the
Mini-Nav Bar browse to and select a segment to
View, but in doing So never Sees the Segment one
further to the right which is associated with the next
play. If the Segment the user browses to and Selects
is “4th down attempt', then they wouldn’t see out
come that is described in the now-off-screen Segment

the number of seconds that the Mini-Nav Bar is

title.

displayed. The Mini-Nav Bar's default position is at
the bottom of the screen, but for particular types of
content that has action at the bottom of the Screen

which would be obscured by that placement of the
Mini-Nav Bar, or simply because of user preference,
the graphic could be displayed in other areas of the
SCCC.

0102) b) the time duration after which the Mini-Nav
shown, and may vary depending on the amount of
time which the viewer will need to read or under

Stand the Segment description presented.

0103 c) the time after the start of the play that the

Mini-Nav Bar first appears. The default behavior is
to show the Mini-Nav Bar when the user causes it to

appear (explicit button press, or implicit in browsing
in Fullscreen mode). The user could desire that the
Mini-Nav Bar not be shown until after a certain

amount of time after the Start of the play, So as to not
ruin the Suspense of what was about to happen in the
play. This could be expressed as a time-after-Start
of-play, or else Set to show after the event described
in the Segment title actually occurs.

0104 d) whether the Mini-Nav Bar automatically
appears for each new Segment in the playlist.

0105 e) what segment title is shown in the Mini

Nav Bar. The user might want the suspense of the

0.108 Browsing and selecting segments in fullscreen
mode with the Mini-Nav Bar could be accomplished in two
ways: floating, or fixed. In the floating method of Mini-Nav

Bar operation, the user is allowed to browse (e.g., with
remote control arrow buttons) to a new segments before they
explicitly Select it (e.g., with the remote control Select
button), thereby jumping to the Segment of interest. In the
fixed method of Mini-Nav Bar operation, every time the user

browses to a new segment (e.g., with remote control arrow
buttons), the jump to the new segment automatically occurs.

In this way, there is no way to, Say, browse and one-step
jump from the first quarter to the third quarter of a football

game; the operation is more like a Next button (“next, next,
next, etc. etc. etc.) where each segment is seen (that is
jumped to).
01.09) Interactive TV Capabilities
0110. The Info Button: This button on the remote, on
Screen commands, or voice-activated functions would allow
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the user to branch to additional content from within a given
segment. For instance, if the Info button were invoked while
watching highlights of a given player, a short menu would
appear presenting choices to see this player's highlights
from other games. We envision the best way to implement
this function would be to hit the right arrow key when the
Viewer has placed the cursor on the appropriate Segment.

(This is consistent with a model that using the right arrow
takes the viewer to Successively greater levels of details.) An

“i' could appear to the right of Segment Slug if there was
extra information about the Segment to be accessed. If all
Segments had information, the “if” might appear at the top of
the UI or not at all, but not next to every Segment.
0111. The additional information will then appear in the
information panel below the picture, or in the Video Space,
in which case the Video will automatically pause while it is
displayed. Hitting the left arrow key removes the additional
information from the display.
0112 Running Statistics: Some advanced viewers may be
interested in having access to a continuing Stream of per
Sonalized Statistics. For instance, a viewer might wish to See
at any moment in a game, either on-demand or in a pushed
basis, Statistics on: passing yards VS. rushing yards, quarter
back ratings, third down conversion ratios, etc. It is envi
Sioned that a viewer could Set up a rotating Sequence of Such
Statistics with the viewer picking the Statistics of interest and
the order in which they would toggle through the appropriate
window. The viewer could also specify at which times the
video would be paused to let the statistics be viewed.
Viewers could toggle through the list of Statistics in one of
the following ways:
0113 1. The one-click method would use the right

arrow to toggle through the various angles (under the

theory that the camera angles represent another level

of detail about the video.). The Info use of this button

would be terminated and that function could be
accessed from an on-Screen command.

0114 2. Toggling through the Favorite button (if
there is one)
0115 3. Toggling through one of the A, B, C buttons
0116 4. The various options could be offered as a
menu in the banner ad Space.
0117 Look-Ahead Stories: A certain type of running
statistical story would be feasible under a time-shifted
Scenario-one where the end of the Story was known by the
System in advance. Thus, if a running back ended up
breaking, or coming close to breaking, a record by the end
of the game, the System would know that outcome in
advance and Start to develop that Storyline earlier than a live
announcer would. Viewers would have the advantage of
having displayed for them early in the game a chart showing
total yards per-moment in the game versus the record. They
would therefore be tipped off that this is a major story
without knowing the outcome. Viewers watching the Video
for the Second time, or ones who knew the outcome would

have the benefit of following the storyline right from its
inception. Whether the record is broken or not, the com
parison is fun to watch right up to the end.
0118 Segment-Related Content: Another use would be to
use this space to provide a short narrative of what transpired
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in that particular Segment. The text in this Space could either

be in addition to the segment "slug” (short on-screen Seg
ment description normally shown in a list), or could be a
continuation of the Slug. That is, when a Segment is Selected
and/or highlighted, the first part of the description could be
the short description in the Segment indeX listing, and the
remaining portion could be the continuation of text in the
information area. If the information area is used for text or

a narrative describing the Segment, this area could be

Scrollable (i.e., via remote control arrow buttons) by the user
if all the text did not fit on the Screen, or the application
could automatically Scroll the text (much like the horizon
tally moving banner text now often used on news and Sports

broadcasts, but provided by metadata as part of the playlist).
0119 Chalk Talks: Another segment-related use of inter
active TV would be to display a “chalk talk” before, during
or after a play. Such diagrams, as illustrated at 209 in FIG.
2, outline for viewers how a play work, who runs where and
who covers whom on defense. Typically, the chart is com
prised of “X’s” and “O’s”. Such a diagram could be called
up through use of the Info button mentioned above. A chalk
talk diagram could also be dynamic. AS opposed to a real
chalk diagram, which is Static, the disclosed System could
show the X's and O'S in motion as the play progreSS and
even have accompanying audio explaining the play. The
game Video could be running at the same time. If the chalk
talk window was in “focus”, the pause and rewind buttons
could be applied to reviewing the dynamic graphic. A chalk
talk could include an audio analysis of the play along with
on-Screen graphics that are on-top of the Video, much like
Sportscasters now often use pen-drawn on-screen graphics in
football replays. This could take the form of a secondary

audio, video, and/or graphics track (much like a secondary
audio track of a DVD) that the user can turn on/off at any

time via an on-screen toggle or remote control button. In
addition to being dynamic, the diagram could also be
interactive. Viewers could toggle over to the window dis
playing the diagram and once this window was in focus, the
arrow keys could be used to highlight different players.
Clicking on a player would bring up information on that
player.
0120 Drive Diagrams. In addition to play-specific chalk
talks, the system could also offer “drive diagrams” that
graphically show the movement of the ball up and down the
field. This type of graphic gives the user a "big picture'
perspective on the game and would be particularly interest
ing to viewers watching the condensed game playlists.
Viewers would be able to navigate through the video content
using these diagrams by first toggling over to the window
containing the diagram. Using the arrow keys, Viewers could
highlight the desired drive and click on it and thus bring up
the video associated with the start of that drive.

0121 “Learn The Game” Mode: When a viewer is new to
football, or any other Sport, it is often hard to learn the game.
Using the broadcast itself as a learning medium has two
disadvantages—it has to progreSS at the rate of the live
game, limiting the amount of time available to explain
events in detail, and it is a one-size-fits-all production,
meaning it can’t be tailored for the fraction of the audience
that is not up to Speed on details of the game. With
time-shifting and pause capability, the viewer is able to put
the System into “learn mode”. In Learn mode, information is
conveyed two ways.
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0122) For situations where the viewer “pulls' informa
tion from the System (i.e. using the Info button), the System

requested material. When the user exits this presentation, the
video should be automatically put back into Play mode.

would understand that viewer is trying to learn the game and
offer the appropriate information as a result. In other Situ
ations the System is “pushing information to the viewer, for

0129. Similarly, if the user optionally clicks out (via
clicking on the banner ad) to an ad video, the original video

instance when the ad banner box is filled with data that the

Viewer did not necessarily request. In this case, as well, the
information would be tailored to the user's level of knowl

edge.
0123 The information presented could be text, a graphic,
a dynamic graphic, or a Video clip. The information could
also be "standard” or “custom'. Standard information would

be static data prepared well in advance and used for multiple
games. Custom information would be data created to be
asSociated with a specific moment in a specific game. For
instance, a Standard Video clip could be a video clip showing
a typical “face mask' infraction while a custom clip for the
Same topic could be an edited Segment of the currently

watched game (that is, a replay of the face mask penalty that
was just watched). All these forms of information could be
presented on either a push or pull basis. This Static database
of helpful hints could also be accessed at will through a more
elaborate menu Scheme. That is, if viewers wished to under

Stand what a clipping penalty was, they wouldn't have to
wait for one to occur, but instead would have the option of
going to, Say, the Options menu, and ferreting out the clip or
text explaining this penalty.

0124 Advanced Viewer Mode: In the same way that new

football fans would want explanatory metadata about the
game, experienced viewers might wish to have more
advanced levels of data presented. To this extent, the System
would also offer a similar Advanced Mode.

0.125. Some of the advanced statistics that might be
offered include a Summary of penalties So far in the game,
a frequency table of which types of plays had been called So
far, and a comparison of the types of yardage accumulated
by each team.
0.126 Games for Viewers: Viewers would also be able to
use the system's time-shifted interactive TV functionality to
participate in games. In particular, they could pause the
picture and enter a “Guess the Play” contest where a
multiple-choice question would appear in the information
area. Users would toggle to the area and navigate to their
Selected answer. A bet could be placed in jurisdictions that
allowed gambling. In other locations, a virtual bet could be
placed where the System would keep track of how much
Virtual money a viewer had Won-Such monies being
eXchangeable for prizes. Other games would involve mul
tiple-choice trivia games.
0.127) IP-Based Interactivity: The system may use an
Internet connection to retrieve and display text and image
data from the web on the information panel alongside the
cable-based main video window, or on the full screen. In this

mode, the remote and the television may effectively operate
as a web browser to allow the user to interactively locate
detailed information to which the metadata provides con
textual links, participate in games and chat Sessions, etc.
0128. When a viewer brings up an information screen, or
Supplemental programming of any kind, that will become
the new focus of attention, the current Video presentation
should be automatically paused while the user is viewing the

that they were watching should be paused and/or book
marked. When the ad viewing is completed, the user re-joins
the original video from the point where they clicked the ad.
0.130. Both of these speak to the idea of “pausing” at the
point of OPTIONAL departure from the original on-demand
content, So that the user returns to the same place.
0131 Additional System Capabilities
0132) Masking Outcomes
0.133 Often a viewer will not know, nor want to know,
the score of the time-shifted game being reviewed. If the
user wishes to be "kept in Suspense,” that preference should
be ascertained as Soon as the viewer entered the game
presentation environment. If that preference is expressed,
the System will endeavor to mask the outcome of the game
from the viewer in one of several ways:
0134) The first technique would have the system not
display the to-be-Seen portions of the playlist, only listing
Segments already viewed. In this mode, the viewer would
pick the playlist to watch and let it progreSS in a linear way,
only randomly accessing and replaying already-Viewed Seg
ments, or using the Next button to jump ahead-but only a
Segment at a time. A segment is not listed in the Index until
it has been viewed in its entirety or the viewer has skipped

ahead. (If a segment label is displayed in advance, it might

well give away the Storyline.
0.135 A second method would involve using labels for
Segments that did not contain Scoring information. This
approach allows a viewer to jump ahead more easily but can
Still give away a Sense of the game by virtue of merely
Seeing who has the ball, when a kickoff is made, etc.
0.136. Using a third method, the system could actually
change the Segment title that is displayed once the user SeeS
the segment, as described in relation to the Mini-Nav Bar,
above. For example, the user might want the Suspense of the
game kept, and not want to see what was about to happen in
the upcoming Segment, as described by the Segment title

(e.g., “Quarterback Sacked”). Consequently, before the Seg
ment is shown, a more objective title is shown that won’t

ruin the Suspense (e.g., “4th and 3 yd). After viewing the

Segment, the more descriptive Segment title that describes
the outcome of the outcome would be presented.
0137 Multiple Camera Angles
0.138 Although the system can be used to advantage to
re-use, Simplify, condense, or more easily navigate Standard
broadcast content, it may also be used to expand on the
coverage available in an original broadcast. Additional foot
age could be obtained from Systems designed for multiple
camera angle use, network cameras whose shots were not
broadcast at a given time, Stadium cameras, and league
cameras shooting footage for the coaches. While multiple
cameras may be used to shoot any one given play, only one
can be shown to Viewers during normal broadcasts. A Second
or third, however, could used during replays. In a VOD
environment, however, Video from more than one camera

angle could be stored on the server. The systems default
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camera angle would be the one used in the broadcast,
however, by invoking a command, Viewers would be able to
Select from a menu of available camera angles whenever
those were available. It is envisioned that various methods

could be implemented to let viewers access the multi-angle
feature. These options are similar to those described above
for allowing advanced users toggle through a list of Statis
tical presentations. The user could specify the order of which
the angles would appear when toggling by going to the
Set-up Section of the Option menu. Each time the Right

Arrow (if this was the method of toggling) was hit, the

Segment would start playing over again using the camera
angle first on the list. Viewers could also specify camera
angles by type of play or player featured, a feature that can’t

be offered to live viewers. For instance, a viewer could set

up the System So that field goals are always shown with the
camera behind the goal posts. Hail Mary passes would
always be shown by Stepping the camera back to capture the
whole field. This latter example would offer the additional
drama of tipping the Viewer off that a dramatic moment was
being Set up.
0139) Picture in Picture

0140 APIP (picture-in-picture) mode presents to or more
games at the same time on the same Screen. Multiple
windows of Video may be shown in a picture-in-picture
fashion, or one game could be displayed in the main window

while one or more secondary video feeds (either different
games, or other programming) could be shown in the
information Space, or Some other Subsidiary window. Mul
tiple views of the video would be useful in situations
showing the game in the main window, while having the
cheerleaders, crowd, or coaches shown in the information

Space. Alternatively, an entirely different game could be
shown in the subsidiary window. The user could set up the
presentation formats in an Options menu. Once Set up, the
viewer would then have different viewing “universes' con
trolled by one remote. When users invoked the standard
navigation features Such as pause, rewind, or fast-forward,
the commands would apply to all the open windows at once

(if the programming in the Supplemental windows is asso

ciated with the context provided by the video feed in the
main window. Alternatively, time shifting commands may
be applied only to the window that is “in focus.” Multiple
camera angles could be invoked in each window in the ways
described above. The viewer would have to toggle over to
the respective window first, to put it in “focus”, at which
point the different cameras could be invoked.
0141 Another possibility for a PIP setup would allow
viewers to have more control over the Source of the Subsid

iary images within or adjacent to the main Video. Besides

other cable broadcast Sources (i.e., another game), a video
(picture in picture display window). In this way, every

feed or other presentation off the web to be used in the PIP
Viewer could have a unique Viewing construct. In particular,
relating to sports, a viewer would be able to “rent a webcam
that he or she could control. Thus, if friends were attending
a camera, a community could be constructed by keeping a
webcam trained on their Seats while the game progreSS.
0142 Multiple Audio Feeds
0143. In addition to multiple camera angles, the system
could also offer multiple audio feeds. Viewers could select
the standard TV broadcast feed, as well as a radio broadcast
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feed or the audio broadcast at the Stadium. In addition, users

could overlay the Stadium Sound on any given feed for added
effect. Another feed could be the audio captured from an
on-field mike or a player's helmet. Viewers from different
locations may want to Select different radio broadcast feeds

(e.g., viewers can get the feed of their home-town or favorite
announcer).
0144. As described in detail in described in more detail in
U.S. patent application Publication 2003/0093790 A1 pub
lished on May 15, 2003. the system may employ a “com
munity markup' mechanism that allows users to create

Special playlists (using the bookmarking feature), and then
transmit those playlists to other users who may then View
programming under the control of the Supplied playlist. AS
analogous concept is “community audio' whereby one or
more viewers, for compensation or for free, would offer their
commentary on a game. Thus, a high School coach could add
his spoken comments on a game in the System for benefit of
his players, or a team player could offer his thoughts. In
another case, a celebrity could offer his or her comments.
Versions could be created that included comedic comments

overlaid on part of the game in the same way that Some
music video Stations offer Pop-Up comments during music
Videos. In another special version of audio, the new
announcer, knowing the outcome of a play and the whole
game, could give Subtle hints as to what to watch.
0145 Another feature could be the use of audio confer
encing, So that viewers could enjoy watching a sporting
event in the “virtual” presence of friends and family. The
audio conferencing could be accomplished via regular
phone, Internet link, or Voice-Over IP, all played through the
Set-top box and/or television audio.
0146 Dynamic Configuration
0147 The system may dynamically configure the play
back for the amount of time a viewer indicates that he or she

want to spends watching a particular video or playlist (e.g.,
Setting the System to 22 minutes for a football game viewing
session; setting for a “Slow”, “Medium”, or “Fast' viewing

time on a Highlights Playlist; etc.). With this information,

the System could Select the playlist with the closest running
time to what the user indicated they wished to spend viewing
the Video. Alternatively, the System could dynamically
change a playlist's Segment time or number of Segments. So
that the viewer is presented with an overall running time that
approximately matches their desired viewing time.
0.148. Additionally, the system could have an on-screen

option (or a remote control button) that allows the user to

request a Speed up or slow down in the Viewing experience.
With this input, the system would dynamically alter the
playlist being watched, or else could dynamically change the
current playlist's Segment times or number of Segment, So
that the viewer is presented with an overall running time that
appropriately matches their desires.
014.9 Features Adapted to Sports Events
0150. Other features described in detail in the patents and
published applications noted in the background Section
above, may be adapted to Sports programming.
0151. The Vault function, invoked by clicking on the “V”
button on the toolbar 220 seen in FIG. 2, allows viewers to

add the Segment currently being viewed (or highlighted on
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the displayed segment guide) and Save them to a virtual

personal storage area called the “vault.” For a VOD system,
Such action does not result in the actual copying of the Video
to a separate location, but merely the Storage of metadata
that Signifies that a Segment Stored on the central Server has
been “virtually' stored by the viewer. In a PVR system, the
vault may contain a copy of the Selected Segment, or any
segment in an identified program stored in the PVR may be
copied before that program is erased. Certain Segments can
be designated as “highlights” and be automatically Sent to a
Viewer's vault. The viewer could program the System to Save
these highlights by player, Fantasy Football roster, team,
play-type, etc.
0152 Bookmarking, invoked by clicking on the “P”
button on the toolbar 220 seen in FIG. 2, allows viewers to

bookmark the game themselves. This would take the form of
bookmarking Segments or creating new metadata Serving as
a new jump-to location. Alternatively, a viewer could delin
eate their own Segment by bookmarking the beginning and
end of a Segment. These Segments could be dropped into the
Vault. Bookmarks may be associated with Specific viewers.
0153 Advertising associated with the broadcast of a
Sports event may be available to View in the Sports presen
tation System. To encourage ad viewing, bookmarkS denot
ing a new Segment at the beginning of ads would provide an
incentive for viewers to watch ads. Furthermore, the system
may require viewers to watch ad content in proportion to the
game content viewed. Consumers could opt out of this
requirement by paying an extra Subscription fee. Under any
model, the fast-forward button may be disabled, disabled to
prevent skipping over ad content that is associated with a
Segment, or slowed to discourage ad skipping. Another
method to foster some limited ad viewing would be to
require that the viewer click the “Next' button several times
to get past an ad, with each click taking the viewer to a new
position within the ad. The navigation could even be Sus
pended for a brief period at each “stop” to allow the viewer
to absorb Some part of the ad content. The metadata may
mark certain Segments as mandatory, preventing them from
being skipped except to Skip to an entirely different Segment,
and in this way requiring that ad content be viewed as a
condition for viewing designated program content. The
metadata could be used to place “required viewing

attribute(s) in ad segments to maximize their effectiveness

without hindering the “navigational progress' of the viewer
more than necessary.
0154 Conclusion
O155 It is to be understood that the methods and appa
ratus which have been described above are merely illustra
tive applications of the principles of the invention. Numer
ous modifications may be made by those skilled in the art
without departing from the true Spirit and Scope of the
invention.
What is claimed is:

1. A method for presenting recorded Sports broadcasts
which comprises, in combination, the Steps of:
recording a live Sports event to create a Video program
Stored in a program Storage device,
creating a metadata playlist which identifies and describes
each of a plurality of Segments of Said Video program
as Stored,
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transmitting Said metadata playlist to a presentation
device,

displaying a Segment guide containing information from
Said playlist on Said presentation device, Said Segment
guide including elements which identify at least
Selected ones of Said plurality of Segments,
employing a control device operated by a viewer and
coupled to Said presentation device for Selecting a
Specified one of Said elements,
retrieving the particular Segment identified by Said speci
fied one of Said elements from Said Storage device,
transmitting Said particular Segment to Said presentation
device,

and displaying Said particular Segment for Said viewer on
Said presentation device
2. A method for presenting recorded Sports broadcasts as
set forth in claim 1 wherein each of said plurality of
Segments Substantially excludes any portion of Video pro
gram recorded when Said Sports event was not in active play.
3. A method for presenting recorded Sports broadcasts as
Set forth in claim 1 wherein Said metadata playlist is one of
a group of metadata playlists, each of which identifies and
describes a different plurality of Segments of Said video
program as Stored, said method further comprising the Steps
of displaying a description of each playlist in Said group and
accepting a designation of Said metadata playlist from Said
control device operated by Said viewer.
4. A method for presenting recorded Sports broadcasts as
Set forth in claim 3 wherein Said plurality of Segments
designated by Said playlist comprise Substantially less than
all of Said Video program whereby viewing Said plurality of
Segments designated by Said playlist provides Said viewer
with a condensed version of Said Sports event.
5. A method for presenting recorded Sports broadcasts as
set forth in claim 4 wherein each of said plurality of
Segments Substantially excludes any portion of Video pro
gram recorded when
6. A method for presenting recorded Sports broadcasts as
set forth in claim 1 wherein said sports event is a football
game and wherein each element of Said Segment guide
describes one or more playS in Said football game.
7. A method for presenting recorded Sports broadcasts as
set forth in claim 6 wherein most of said plurality of
Segments Substantially excludes any portion of Said video
program recorded when said football game was not in active
play.
8. A method for presenting recorded Sports broadcasts as
set forth in claim 7 wherein most of said plurality of
Segments of Said Video program were recorded when the
football was in motion.

9. A method for presenting recorded Sports broadcasts as
set forth in claim 7 wherein most of said plurality of
Segments Substantially excludes any portion of Said video
program recorded when the official timekeeper's clock for
Said football game was not in motion.
10. A method for presenting recorded Sports broadcasts as
Set forth in claim 6 wherein Said plurality of Segments are
each devoted to only those events in the football game that
are Selected by one or more human editors as being more
important than the remainder of the events in said football
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game whereby Said playlist presents a condensed version of
Said football game for Said viewer on Said presentation
device.

11. A method for presenting recorded Sports broadcasts as
Set forth in claim 1 wherein Said Video program Stored in
Said Storage device is Subdivided into Segments each of
which is associated with attribute data and wherein each of

Said plurality of Segments identified by Said metadata play
list is associated with attributed data having defined char
acteristics.
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perSons who participated in that portion of the Sports event
depicted by each Segment, and wherein the attribute data for
each of Said plurality of Segments identified by Said playlist
identifies a particular perSon.
13. A method for presenting recorded Sports broadcasts as
set forth in claim 11 wherein said attribute data identifies one

or more categories within which Said Segments may be
classified, and wherein the attribute data for each of Said

plurality of Segments identified by Said playlist identifies a
Specific one of more of Said categories.

12. A method for presenting recorded Sports broadcasts as
set forth in claim 11 wherein said attribute data identifies
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